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A novel spiral phase contrast (PC) technique was developed for
high temporal resolution imaging of blood flow without cardiac
gating. An autocalibrated spiral sensitivity encoding (SENSE)
method is introduced and used to reconstruct PC images. Nu-
merical simulations and a flow phantom study were performed
to validate the technique. To study the accuracy of the flow
measurement in vivo, a high-resolution cardiac experiment was
performed and a subset of undersampled SENSE reconstructed
data were reconstructed. Good agreement between the veloc-
ity measurement from the fully-sampled and undersampled
data was achieved. Real-time experiments were performed to
measure blood velocity in the ascending aorta and aortic valve,
and during a Valsalva maneuver. The results demonstrate the
potential of this technique for real-time flow imaging. Magn
Reson Med 54:1557–1561, 2005. Published 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.†
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Phase contrast (PC) MRI can be used to image rapid vari-
ations in blood flow in the cardiovascular system (1–5).
Improved acquisition efficiency can be used to improve
the accuracy of real-time PC-MRI by achieving a higher
spatial or temporal resolution. One way to improve the
acquisition efficiency is to use non-Cartesian trajectories,
such as spiral sampling employing the maximum available
gradient hardware for faster acquisition (2–4). Nayak et al.
(2) used the improvement of imaging hardware to acquire
images sampled with spiral trajectory with an in-plane
resolution of 2.4 mm on a 20-cm field of view (FOV) with
temporal resolution of 180 ms. However, despite the use of
efficient sampling trajectories, real-time PC-MRI still suf-
fers from low spatial and temporal image resolution.

Another approach to further improve the resolution is to
acquire only a fraction of required raw k-space data for a
given image resolution. Parallel imaging can be used to esti-
mate the unacquired data by exploiting the coil sensitivity
maps at the cost of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR; a loss of at least
�R in SNR loss for acceleration rate R) (6,7). Typically,
parallel imaging is applied to Cartesian-sampled acquisitions
due to the simplicity of the inverse solution. The accuracy
and reproducibility of blood flow velocity measurements
using SENSE reconstruction with Cartesian sampling at dif-

ferent reduction factors were studied recently, and an accu-
rate estimate of flow measurement was predicted (8). For
arbitrary sampling trajectories, conjugate gradient SENSE re-
construction has been proposed to suppress the artifacts aris-
ing from undersampled data (9).

In the present study we combined PC imaging using
spiral sampling with SENSE reconstruction to achieve a
further improvement in temporal resolution for flow im-
aging. Furthermore, an autocalibrated acquisition scheme
previously employed for Cartesian sampling is extended
for use with spiral sampling (10).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Imaging Sequence and Materials

We developed the spiral PC pulse sequence by adding a pair
of bipolar gradients with the desired first-moment difference
to the standard spiral sequence (11,12). Furthermore, the
refocusing lobe in the slice-selection gradient was also com-
bined with the flow-encoding bipolar gradient to reduce the
length of the echo delay. When a magnitude image in addi-
tion to the flow image was required, a water-selective spec-
tral-spatial pulse was used to suppress fat signals and reduce
off-resonance blurring (13). A schematic of the pulse se-
quence is shown in Fig. 1. A randomized spiral interleave
ordering was used in all real-time experiments to reduce the
motion artifacts resulting from the acquisition ordering of
spiral interleaves (14). Two low-resolution, single-shot im-
ages with different echo times (TEs) were acquired at the end
of the scans for off-resonance field map calculation and cor-
rection (15). All of the MR experiments were performed on a
GE Signa Excite 1.5T MRI system (GE, Waukesha, WI, USA)
with twin gradients (maximum gradient amplitude � 4
G/cm; maximum gradient slew rate � 150 G/cm/ms) using
an eight-channel cardiac phased-array coil (Nova Medical,
Wilmington, MA, USA) for signal detection. All images were
reconstructed offline using Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick,
MA, USA). All normal volunteers were imaged after they
provided consent, as approved by the NHLBI institutional
review board. Breath-held experiments were performed on
all in vivo measurements except the Valsalva maneuver
study.

Spiral SENSE Reconstruction

Image reconstruction was carried out using an iterative
conjugate gradient SENSE reconstruction (9) with an im-
provement in reconstruction time proposed by Wajer and
Pruessmann (16). The raw spiral data were resampled into
a denser Cartesian grid to reduce aliasing and to allow less
apodization. The gridding procedure involved a convolu-
tion with a 5 � 5 Kaiser-Bessel kernel followed by deapo-
dization in the image domain (17). An extra noise scan was
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acquired at the start of each study to prewhiten the data in
the SENSE reconstruction (9). The simulations used un-
correlated noise and therefore did not require prewhiten-
ing.

To eliminate the acquisition of extra body- and multicoil
reference scans, we proposed an autocalibrated SENSE
acquisition scheme that is an extension of our previously
shown autocalibrated technique for Cartesian imaging
(10). The method provides adaptive B1 maps that can track
changes that may arise, for example, from respiratory mo-
tion during the cardiac cycle. In this technique, the spiral
arms are interleaved in consecutive phases of the cardiac
cycle and the pattern is repeated after R cardiac phases
(the acceleration rate). Spiral interleaves for the acquisi-
tion of a fully sampled unaliased image are divided into
different groups. The number of groups is equal to the
acceleration rate of the imaging experiments. These groups
are acquired consecutively and the data acquired in each
group are used to reconstruct a particular cardiac phase. A
full-FOV unaliased image is reconstructed by integrating
the raw data across several phases. To calculate a relative
coil sensitivity map, the temporally-filtered, alias-free,
full-FOV images in each phase are normalized by the root
sum of squared magnitudes of the multiple coil images. To
optimize SNR in the combined image and suppress motion
artifacts, a spatial matched filter is used in the reconstruc-
tion of the coil sensitivity maps (18). Local correlation
statistics for each voxel are derived by cross-products over
a local region in the complex image. The B1 maps are
reconstructed by calculating the eigenvector that corre-
sponds to the maximum eigenvalue for each voxel.

Numerical Simulations and Phantom Validation

A numerical simulation study was performed to investi-
gate the accuracy of the voxel phase of phantom images
reconstructed with conjugate gradient SENSE. For valida-
tion of the estimated phase, we measured and compared

the phase from the complex MR image of a stationary
circular phantom reconstructed using conjugate gradient
SENSE with the true phase of the phantom. Fifty-eight
uniformly spaced phases, ranging between –� and �, were
added to the phantom, which originally had zero phase,
yielding a series of test images with different phase values.
The resulting images were weighted with the known sen-
sitivity map of eight coils, calculated using Biot-Savart’s
law, to simulate a multicoil acquisition. The images were
transformed into k-space by inverse Fourier transform and
resampled onto a spiral trajectory using inverse gridding.
The spiral k-space consisted of six interleaves and 1024
points per interleave, and an image size of 128 � 128.
Images were reconstructed from a subset of the spiral
interleaves corresponding to acceleration rates of 2 and 3
using conjugate gradient SENSE. The mean and standard
deviation (SD) of the estimated phase were measured and
compared with the added phase.

For flow validation experiments, volumetric through-
plane flow rates were measured in a constant flow rate tube
phantom. Experiments were performed with five flow rates
ranging from 3.92 mL/s to 27.48 mL/s. The imaging param-
eters were as follows: TR � 24.3 ms, Venc � 100 cm/s, � �
30°, slice thickness � 10 mm, FOV � 28 cm � 28 cm,
BW � �125 kHz, 2096 readout points, and 12 spiral inter-
leaves.

In Vivo Studies

For in vivo validation, imaging studies measuring through-
plane blood flow in the ascending aorta of normal human
volunteers were performed. Gated cine flow scans were
acquired for the measurement of blood flow. Breath-hold
cine PC images were acquired in the ascending aorta with
spiral sampling with the following parameters: TR �
15.9 ms, Venc � 170 cm/s, � � 30°, FOV � 30 cm � 30 cm,
BW � � 125 kHz, slice thickness � 10 mm. A spatial
resolution of 1.8 mm � 1.8mm was achieved using 12

FIG. 1. Spiral PC pulse sequence with and without selective
spectral-spatial RF pulse. When both a magnitude image and
a flow image are required, a water-selective, spectral-spatial
pulse is used. For flow imaging experiments without a spec-
tral-spatial selection pulse, the nonsymmetric bipolar gradi-
ents were combined with the refocusing lobe of the slice-
select gradient. The dashed lines overlaid on the flow-encod-
ing gradient represent the alternate TR bipolar gradient.
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spiral interleaves with an image matrix of 256 � 256. A
single interleaf per segment (i.e., one TR per cardiac phase)
was used to achieve a temporal resolution of 31.8 ms.
Subsets of interleaves corresponding to undersampling
rates of 2, 3, and 4 were chosen for image reconstruction.

Blood flow rate through the ascending aorta can be used
to measure the cardiac output of patients during a stress
tests. Here, real-time blood flow acquisitions were per-
formed for measurements of blood flow in the ascending
aorta. The acquisition parameters were as follows: TR �
15.2 ms, TE � 2.3 ms, Venc � 150 cm/s, � � 30°, FOV �
34 cm, BW � �125 kHz, and slice thickness � 10 mm. The
fully sampled k-space consists of eight interleaves; how-
ever, two interleaves were acquired (i.e., acceleration rate
of 4) with 2048 readout points in each interleave. A tem-
poral resolution of 60.8 ms was achieved for acquisition of
both bipolar experiments with these imaging parameters.

The severity of aortic stenosis can be visualized by mon-
itoring the blood flow velocity across the aortic valve.
Blood flow through the aortic valve was imaged with no
cardiac gating, achieving a temporal resolution of 91.2 ms
and an in-plane spatial resolution of 1.8 � 1.8 mm2. An
acceleration rate R � 3 was used with the following pa-
rameters: TR � 15.2 ms, Venc � 150 cm/s, � � 30°, FOV �
26 cm, BW � �125 kHz, and slice thickness � 10 mm with
an image matrix of 256 � 256.

The blood flow was imaged in the abdominal aorta and
inferior vena cava (IVC) in an axial slice below the renal
arteries during a Valsalva maneuver. The volunteers per-
formed a forced expiration for a period of 10–15 s followed
by normal breathing. The typical acquisition parameters
were as follows: TR � 33.8 ms, TE � 3.1 ms, Venc �
200 cm/s, � � 30°, FOV � 40 cm, BW � �125 kHz, with an
acceleration rate of 3 for a total of six interleaves. A spec-
tral-spatial RF pulse was used for these experiments to
excite only water.

RESULTS

We validated the phase estimation of the stationary phan-
tom by comparing the reconstructed phase for various
linearly-spaced phase increments. Fifteen regions of inter-
est (ROIs) in different spatial locations in the phantom
were selected to calculate the mean and SD of the recon-
structed phase. A linear correlation analysis was per-
formed that yielded an r � 0.9877 and a slope of 0.9781 for
rate 2 undersampling. The correlation analysis results in

an r � 0.9879 and a slope of 0.9765 for rate 3 undersam-
pling. Average through-plane flow velocities were calcu-
lated by averaging the velocity through an ROI placed on
the lumen of the tube. A linear correlation analysis was
performed for five different flow velocities with different
undersampling rates. The average flow velocity measured
from PC images reconstructed with acceleration rates of 2,
3, and 4 yielded an r � 0.96, 0.94, and 0.90, and a slope of
0.99, 0.99, and 0.99, respectively.

Cardiac-gated PC images were reconstructed from the
subset of the interleaves corresponding to acceleration
rates of 1, 2, 3, and 4. The acceleration rate R � 1 corre-
sponded to B1-map-weighted image reconstruction. The
measured flow rate within the ascending aorta is shown in
Fig. 2 for different undersampling rates. The average
through-plane blood flow velocity in the ascending aorta
acquired over a time period spanning several heartbeats is
shown in Fig. 3. The average blood flow velocity was
calculated over an ROI placed within the vessel, and the
motion of the vessel during the cardiac cycle was compen-
sated for by manual ROI registration. The low SNR in the
low velocity flow phases shows a more nonperiodic flow

FIG. 2. Gated flow images through the as-
cending aorta calculated from an ROI
placed in the aorta for acceleration rates 2,
3, and 4 in comparison with a B1-map-
weighted flow image. a: Flow image during
late systole reconstructed without acceler-
ation and from acceleration rates 2, 3, and
4, respectively, for b–d. Flow image quality
and quantitative measurement of flow ve-
locity are comparable for each reconstruc-
tion.

FIG. 3. Real-time acquired average through-plane blood flow ve-
locity Vz (cm/s) within the ascending aorta. The flow velocity images
were calculated from a series of undersampled images acquired
with an acceleration rate R � 4 using autocalibrated spiral SENSE
with a temporal resolution of 60.8 ms. A reproducible peak velocity
was observed, while the low velocity flow does not show a periodic
pattern, due to lower SNR.
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pattern. The in vivo real-time velocity image through the
aortic valve is shown in Fig. 4 along with the magnitude
image. The magnitude image was acquired in a separate
acquisition using spectral-spatial pulses to reduce the off-
resonance effect and suppress fat (for display purposes
only). The blood flow velocity of a sample voxel through
the valve is shown on the velocity map image, which
shows the periodic closing and opening cycle of the valve
over multiple cardiac cycles. The velocity of the blood
flow for a cardiac cycle was also measured with a gated
sequence, and the results showed close agreement with the
real-time acquired flow measurements. The magnitude im-
ages and velocity maps during different phases of the
Valsalva maneuver are shown in Fig. 5. The images show
the through-plane blood flow through the IVC and aorta
before, during, and after the forced expiration during the
Valsalva maneuver. The increase in thoracic pressure
caused a total collapse of the IVC and no return of blood
flow during the forced expiration, as shown in Fig. 5b.
There was a sudden increase in the blood flow in the IVC
after forced expiration (Fig. 5c), followed by a decrease
toward normal velocity (Fig. 5d).

DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated a technique for measuring real-
time flow velocity with improved temporal resolution for
an image of a given spatial resolution. The gain in tempo-
ral resolution comes from the SENSE acceleration factor

used in the image acquisition and reconstruction. The
increase in efficiency can be used to improve spatial res-
olution by prescribing an image with a higher number of
readouts (i.e., increasing the number of the spiral inter-
leaves or readout), and the increased imaging time re-
quired for acquisition of the image is then offset by using
SENSE. Compared to other reduced-FOV methods, such as
unaliasing by Fourier-encoding the overlaps using the
temporal dimension (UNFOLD) (19) or view sharing,
SENSE reconstruction does not have temporal filtering
effects.

Imaging the blood flow with high spatial resolution de-
creases the partial volume effects that arise from partial
occupancy of the voxels with static spins. Furthermore,
the reduced acquisition time decreases underestimation of
the peak velocity due to averaging over shorter period of
time around the peak amplitude. The achieved imaging
resolution in this study is significantly higher than that
obtained in previous real-time flow imaging studies
(1,2,4,5). With SENSE, the temporal resolution is im-
proved by at least a factor of 3 compared to a non-acceler-
ated acquisition. However, it is difficult to make a fair
comparison of acquisition efficiency in flow imaging ac-
quired with different sampling techniques, such as echo-
planar, radial, and spiral imaging, because of the various
imaging parameters and imaging artifacts that can affect
the accuracy of the flow quantification. Further study is
required to compare the acquisition efficiency of the
SENSE-accelerated spiral with that achieved in a reduced-

FIG. 4. Real-time, through-plane image of blood
flow in the aortic valve acquired with a temporal
resolution of 91.2 ms and an in-plane resolution of
1.8 � 1.8 mm2. The trace on the PC image shows
the calculated through-plane velocity through an
ROI placed in the middle of the valve.

FIG. 5. Imaging of the blood flow in an axial infra-
renal slice during the Valsalva maneuver: (a) mag-
nitude and velocity map before the first phase of
the maneuver, (b) during the forced expiration, (c)
just after release, and (d) 5 s after release ap-
proaching the normal status. The arrows show the
IVC during the process, and a collapse of the IVC
lumen is visible in the forced expiration phase with
no flow.
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FOV study using a single surface coil, because of the
different SNR losses and gains obtained by prescribing a
smaller FOV.

Further investigations are also needed to quantify the
local SNR penalty from reconstructing the undersampled
spiral k-space data. In the flow quantification, this SNR
loss is manifested as variations in the peak velocity and,
more distinctively, in low flow velocity. A higher number
of mutually distinctive receive channels and better pene-
tration depth will significantly improve the SNR of the
reconstructed image and allow higher acceleration rates.

Image reconstruction in this study was performed offline
after the scanning procedures were completed. Low tem-
poral resolution images were reconstructed online using
all the spiral interleaves required for a single phase to
obtain real-time feedback during scanning. A system for
real-time reconstruction of flow to generate real-time col-
or-coded images (as is done in ultrasound imaging) should
be feasible, but was not studied in this work.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated a technique that provides im-
proved temporal resolution imaging of blood flow without
cardiac gating. The temporal resolution of the flow images
was accelerated by a factor of at least 3 with no cardiac
gating signal, and with preserved spatial resolution and
acceptable image quality. The adaptive B1 map calculation
from the raw data eliminates the need for an extra body-
coil scan. The results demonstrate the potential of this
technique for real-time flow imaging with improved spa-
tial and temporal resolution.
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